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Flexible & Cost Effective
„ Integrates seamlessly with the iTrak

„
„
„
„
„

Incident Reporting & Risk
Management System Daily Log
No software deployment required
Customizable and mandatory field
selection
Customizable
Real-time report creation
Optional topic, location, author data
collection configuration

Secure & Anonymous
„ Customizable and secure existing

iTrak user, property and department
configuration
„ Configurable for http over SSL
security
„ After the report is submitted no
editing or viewing is allowed.
„ Author may print out a copy for their
records

Powerful

Anonymous Web e-Reporting

In today’s highly regulated and sensitive environments, providing an effective, confidential
and secure method of anonymous safety and security reporting of events and activities is a
necessary component of a successful, compliant and ethical enterprise.
iTrak Anonymous Web e-Reporting guarantees the capture of reports and incidents,
regardless of where they arise within the organization, ensuring a consistent process that
allows you to collect, manage and learn from all the issues and events that pose risk to your
organization.
Anonymous e-reporting saves data entry time, accelerates the investigative process and
promotes an organizations commitment to a safe and secure environment. With
Anonymous e-Reporting, an electronic incident form is provided over the Internet, with
information collection accepted securely and confidentially into the iTrak Incident
Reporting and Risk Management Platform.
Since iTrak e-Reporting is perfect for locations where you don’t have a dedicated security
presence but still need the ability to report incidents (e.g., a retail store, a warehouse, a
remote office, etc.), you can easily widen the scope and effectiveness of your iTrak Incident
Management and Reporting system without bringing on additional users and unnecessary
expense. Customize from three different templates, then tailor the template to match the
imagery and terminology of your organization. Customize the data entry process further by
personalizing the onscreen text, choosing the fields required, updating field labels and
making necessary fields mandatory.

„ Configurable information collection

and reporting
„ Provides remote access for reporting

purposes

The iTrak Web Portal delivers a consistent interface into the iTrak reporting environment
enabling users familiar with the existing platform, navigation and data entry to easily work
with either interface.

„ Wizard driven data collection

requiring no training
„ iTrak auto notifications support for

The iTrak Web Portal can be accessed from virtually anywhere over limited or advanced
network infrastructure, enabling remote reporting and data access with no footprint.

Anonymous reporting

The iTrak Enterprise Web Portal provides intranet/internet access for any employee or
iTrak user to submit daily log and incident events and reporting to the iTrak System for
further investigation. This provides secure access and confidential reporting for enterprise
or students, contract employees or any individual to communicate information for central
investigation management.
By providing a combination of remote web reporting and complete integration into existing
iTrak Incident Reporting & Risk Management Systems, the iTrak Enterprise Web Portal
ensures real-time data reporting and access across the enterprise.
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